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The Industry Leader in Saddle Tank Systems

TRACTOR MOUNTED TANKS



SIDEQUEST® 1200
TRACTOR MOUNTED 

SPRAYERS

QUICK TACH
TRACTOR MOUNTED 
SPRAYERS

www.demco-products.com

The tanks are made from slim-line polyethylene and feature 
dual jet agitation, sump, molded sight gauge and fillwell with a 
no-splash cover, as well as a poly baffle. Farmers love our high 
clearance brackets. Furthermore, our centrifugal plumbing kits 
feature single section or three section electric controls.

By retaining driver visibility and featuring about two feet 
of ground clearance, Demco tanks are as usable as they are 
durable. The tanks come with dual jet agitation, sump, molded 
sight gauge and a 12” fillwell with no-splash cover. 

Demco SideQuest® saddle tanks 
systems are the industry leader.  The 
SideQuest® mounting design and location provide 
excellent operator visibility, reduce stress to the 
tractor, and deliver performance for your farming 
operation. SideQuest® is the product to consider 
when applying fertilizer while planting.  

As an industry-leader in saddle 
tank systems, Demco Quick Tach 
and SideQuest tractor mounted fertilizer 
tanks attach securely and easily with high-
quality Demco mounting brackets and are 
designed to help improve efficiency and 
effectiveness in the field.

600 GALLON 4WD ARTICULATING 
TRACTORS

TANKS: two 300 gallon tanks

GROUND CLEARANCE: 22” - 25”

TRANSPORT WIDTH: 15’

600 GALLON INLINE  TANK  
MECHANICAL FWD TRACTORS

TANKS: two 300 gallon tanks

GROUND CLEARANCE: 30”

TRANSPORT WIDTH: 16’ 6”

1200 GALLON SIDEQUEST® 4WD

TANKS: two 600 gallon tanks

GROUND CLEARANCE: 21” - 23”

TRANSPORT WIDTH: 17’ 2”

Doubles the capacity of our Quick Tach to 1,200 gallons. 
This high capacity system comes with a 16” fillwell and better 
visibility due to their longitudinal design.

1200 GALLON SIDEQUEST®

TANKS: two 600 gallon tanks

GROUND CLEARANCE: 30”

TRANSPORT WIDTH: 16’ 11”

The extended rear axle spindle mount means you don’t have 
to risk your tractor’s front axle and chassis with a heavy and 
burdensome mount -- it attaches securely to the rear axle. 
Furthermore, the SideQuest® longitudinal mounting design 
enhances visibility and further reduces stress on your tractor, 
which helps increase productivity, performance and safety. 
SideQuest® tanks come with a 16” fillwell and distribute 75 
percent weight to the rear axle -- rear duals are required.
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1000 GALLON SIDEQUEST® TRACK 
UNIT

TANKS: two 500 gallon tanks

When 40” row spacing is needed, consider the Demco 1000 
Gallon SideQuest® - 40” Row Spacing tractor mounted 
fertilizer tanks. With a 16” fillwell and an extended rear axle 
spindle mount that moves more weight to the rear (rear duals 
required), your tractor should enjoy a long life of operation 
with Demco tractor mounted tanks.

SIDEQUEST® 1000
TRACTOR MOUNTED 
SPRAYERS

1000 GALLON SIDEQUEST® - 40” ROW 
SPACING

TANKS: two 500 gallon tanks

TRANSPORT WIDTH 30” ROW SPACING: 
16’ 11” when straddle duals are set on 
120” centers

TRANSPORT WIDTH 36” ROW SPACING: 
18’ 11” when straddle duals are set on 
144” centers

TRANSPORT WIDTH 40” ROW SPACING: 
20’ 3” 

1000 GALLON SIDEQUEST®

TANKS: two 500 gallon tanks But if you don’t need 40” row spacing, check out the Demco 
1000 Gallon SideQuest® Side Mount saddle tanks. These 
SideQuest® tanks come with a 16” fillwell and mount on an 
extended rear axle spindle to better distribute weight (75 
percent to rear, 25 percent to front), which relieves stress on 
your tractor’s axles (dual rears required).

If your tractor is on tracks, we have the perfect product for 
you: the 1000 Gallon SideQuest® Track Unit, which mounts 
easily on most larger tractors. Featuring two 500 gallon tanks 
with a 16” fillwell, these Demco saddle tanks are just what 
you need for your tractor on tracks.
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